
SOME NOTES ON THE GREAT WALLS OF

WOLAYTAAND DAWRO

Abstract

This article deals with the stonefortifications of Dawro and Woltryta) which are one of
the achievements of human creativity and handwork in southern Ethiopia. A brief account
of local information and description of the walls of Dmvro and Woltryta precede a discussion
of local myths and history) which leads to !?Jpothesis that will be taken as indicators of
future historical and archaeologicalresearch.

eet article evoque lesfortzfications du Dawro et du Woltryta) I'une des manifestations
de la creativiM et du travail de I'homme dans Ie sud de I'Ethiopie. La description de ces
murailles et la relation des informations locales sy rapportant sont ici suivies d'une
discussion des mythes et de I'histoire locale) qui conduisent d emettre des !?Jpothesesdevant
servir defondements aux futures rechercheshistorique/ et archeologiquesdans la region.

Ill. 8 : Amba Lqy Gur. Abri amenage sur la couverture (n° 50 de
l'inventaire)

This article is the result of a rapid archaeological survey which was
conducted by the ARCCH in Wolayta and Dawro Zones along the Omo
River, in areas where stone fortifications were known to locals and have been
mentioned by modern commentators. This rapid archaeological impact
assessment was initiated in response to the developmental project Gilgel Gibe
III Hydroelectric Project, which will disturb or alter the landscape along the
Omo River, thereby potentially endangering archaeological sites. Mid-Day
Consulting Engineers, which is a firm responsible for Environmental Impact
Assessment on behalf of Gilgel Gibe III Project, has reported to the



Authority for the Research and Conservation of Cultural Heritage, (ARCCH)
that during surveying, it encountered elongated stone ramparts in Wolayta and
Dawro zones, along the Omo River. Based on the report, a preliminary
archeological survey and a rapid impact assessment have been conducted
along the Omo River, inW olayta and Dawro Zones from January 28 to
February 4, 2007. The objectives of this study were, therefore, to assess the
values of the stone fortifications of Wolayta and Dawro, to evaluate the
impact of the Gilgel Gibe III hydroelectric dam construction on these cultural
remains, and to recommend mitigating measures for the possible effects of the
project on the cultural remains.

The team of the archeological survey is composed of the following
experts: Hailu Zeleke (Historical Archeology expert at the ARCCH), Bamlaku
Tadesse (pre-historic Archaeology expert at ARCCH), Menase Girma
(Historic and Pre-historic Archaeology expert at SNNPR Information and
Culture Bureau), and Bedelu Amare (Environmental expert from Mid-Day
Consulting Engineers). The team has surveyed five kebe/e of the Kindo
Koyesha Woreda, which is the only woreda that will be affected by the
project. These are Fejina (Fegena Mata), Chercha, Patata, Menera and Gocho.
In the Dawro zone, the study team has surveyed accessible and endangered
sites of Lorna and Gena Bonsa Woredas, particularly Zimawaruma kebele.

Wolayta Zone is situated within what is referred to as the "enset culture"
region of southwest Ethiopia, bordered in the south by Kocha and Boreda
Abaya (Garno), in the southwest by the Omo River (Dawro), in the north by
Hadiya and Kembata, and in the east by the Blate River and Lake Abaya
(Sidama). Languages spoken in Wolayta are part of the Omotic language
group 1, which occupies the middle basin of the Omo River. The geographical
position of Wolayta has made the people of Wolayta the natural link between
the Omotic peoples and the eastern Sidama. The population of Wolayta was
estimated at 1.7 million in the 1994 census.

Dawro Zone is located between N 06052' and 07013' in latitude and E
37007' and 37026' in longitude. It is found 474 km southwest of Addis Ababa.
Dawro shares boundaries with Wolayta and Kembata to the east, Keffa to the
west, Garno and Gofa to the south and Jimma to the northwest. Dawrots'ua is
an Omotic language with a close affinity to Wolayta, Garno and Gofa
languages. The Dawroland is mostly rugged and mountainous and extends

down to the vast plains along the Omo and Gojeb Rivers2
. The 1:94 census

indicated that the total population of Dawro was over 273,000 (see ill. 1).

Observations about the walls

During surveying, the Wolayta side bordering the Omo Ri~e~, the survey
team observed the remnants of a wall, which the locals call IJaJo keelaa: !n
Menera kebele, the team encountered two different rows of the wall of IJaJo.
Menera site is found at about 20 km on the Bele-Gocho road, at a place called
Boke. It is located at 325503m northing (UTM), 759469m easting, and 8~2m
above sea level. The site is located at about 1-1.5km east of the Omo River.
The topography of the site is a steep river slo~e with grasses and bushes
covering the surface. Today, the land around the sue I~abandoned ..No human
activities are observed. However, the gravel road, leading to the Salini Camp at
Gocho, cuts the stone ramparts into two at this specific location and creates
Menera 1 site to the right and Menera 2 to the left.

The dimensions of the wall at Menera 1 are 25m length and 2.6m height.
The width of the wall is about 1m. The ''Wall of IJajo" is made with slabs of
locally available basaltic stones, carved so carefully that no mortar was
required to hold them together. However, there are no obse~able stone
artifacts, potsherds or other archaeological materials at Menera 1 SIte. Menera
2 is located in front of Meneral across the road at 325576m Nand 759519m
E (UTM) and at an elevation of 844m above sea level. Menera 2 is found on
the same topography as Menera 1, 1-1.5km away from the Omo Riv~r to. the
east. Here the dimension of the stone rampart is 50m in length, 3.5m 10 Wldth
and 2.3m (maximum) in height. The stone rampart is constructed in the sa:ne

fashion with the same material and without mortar. The stone rampart, which
is found in Menera 1 and 2, was originally on the same row. It appears to be
the last defensive wall against an enemy, who might have crossed the Omo
River from west to east. Unfortunately, the road that leads to the Salini camp
has cut the wall into two and has damaged it severely.

Menera 3 is situated 100m south of Menera 1 and 2. The same road cut
the next row of the Ijajo fortification at this location and puts Menera 3 to the
right and Menera 4 to the left. It is located at 325518m northing, 75?4~8m
easting (UTM) and 850m above sea level. The topography of the SIte IS a
gradual river slope where the land is scrapped. Menera 3 is found at about 1.5-
1.7km east of the Omo River. The dimensions of the stonewall at Menera 3
are 15m length, 204m width and 2.2m maximum height. Menera 4 is .located
in front of Menera 3 across the road, at exactly 325554 m northing and
759430m easting (UTM) and 856m above sea level. The topography and

1 The Omo group spreads northwestward as far as Kefa and southeastward as far as Lake
Abaya and beyond the upper reaches of the Galana Sagan River, east of Lake Chamo; see E.
CERULLI(1956), C. BECKlGHAM& G. HUNTIGFORD(1954).

2 The people of Dawro used to be referred to by the derogatory name KulJo. They caB
themselves either Ometo or Dawro (E. CERULLI,1956).



vegetation of Menera 4 site is similar to that of Menera 3. The dimensions of
the remnant wall are 40m lenght, 2m width and 1.5m maximum height.

In addition to Menera 1-4, the remnants of the "Wall of Ijajo" are
observed in the neighboring kebe/e. Fejena 1 site is located 10 km away from
the Bele to Turcha road, a few meters away to the right. It is located at
coordinates 329030m northing, 763776m easting (UTM) and at an elevation
of 1085m above sea level. Another remnant of the Ijajo wall is clearly
observed about 100m away to the left from the main road. At Fejena 2 site,
the remnant of the "Wall of Ijajo" is in a very good condition and the chain of
the wall goes through the hill. It is located at coordinates 309038m northing,
763935m easting (UTM) and at an elevation of 1083 m above sea level.

Gocho is found at about 30 km from Bele town, where the remnants of
the fortification are observed at about 500 m-1 km on the top of the hill. This
well-constructed wall goes in the north and south direction and turns into the
valleys. It is located at coordinates 319279m northing, 758139m easting
(UTM) and at an elevation of 929m above sea level.

In the Dawro zone, the team surveyed Zimawaruma kebele and its
surroundings extensively. The team surveyed Zimawaruma because during the
consultations with local authorities and elders, they identified the site as part
of the risk sites, which appear to be located near the Omo River. Zimawaruma
is located at about 22km from Bele town on the Bele-Turcha road. At
Zimawaruma, the Bele-Turcha road, which was constructed in 1993-94
(Ethiopian calendar) by Salini Construction, cuts the stone fortifications made
in four rows into two and left them to the left and to the right of the road. On
the right side of the road, the survey team have surveyed the area for three
hours and discovered four rows of stone ramparts which are known as the
Halala keelaa ("Wall of Halala").

The first row from the Zimawaruma village to the Omo valley (from west
to east), is identified as Tachia 1 site. It is located at 323845m northing and
764565m easting (UTM), and at an elevation of 1136m above sea level. The
second row from the village to the valley, Tachia 2, is located at coordinates
324032m northing, 764548m easting (UTM) and at an elevation of 1086m
above sea level. The third row, Tachia 3, is located at coordinates 324239m
northing, 764644m easting (UTM) and at an elevation of 1059m above sea
level. The fourth row from the village to the Omo River or the first row from
the River to the Meseno village is located at 324635m northing, 764789m
easting (UTM) and at an elevation of 985m above sea level.

On the other side of the road (to the left), the survey team observed
different sections of a single row of the stone fortification at place called
Dermesa. The wall is the first row from the gorge. It is located at coordinates

325700m northing, 762506m easting (UTM) and at an elevation of 984 m
above sea level.

The stone fortifications of Halala that are found at the sites mentioned
above were made with basaltic stones. The heights of the walls vary between
2-3m high depending on the landscape. In Dermesa 2 site, the team observed
and measured a stone rampart which has 5m width and 3m height. As
observed today, the walls of Wolayta and Dawro were generally built in a
similar fashion with the same raw material and probably with the same
technology. However, different types of stone constructions were observed in
some sections of the walls. In areas where walls display big stones at the base,
flat slabs are carefully stacked, the intermediate space being filled with smaller
slabs piled with care. Both walls were crafted with locally quarried stones,
without the use of mortar or cement, and rise as high as 3m with walls up to
5m thick3. As observed, the heights of the walls vary according to the
landscape: where the landscape was hilly, the height of the walls would be
short, whereas the walls tended to be higher in the plain area. These walls,
together with a deep ditch usually associated to them, formed a defensive
barrier surrounding both Wolayta and Dawro.

Local information about the walls

The "walls" or "fortifications" of Wolayta or Dawro were not called by
such names, be it by the neighboring people or by written historical sources.
Those names and the myths that have come with them appear to have
originated locally. Ethiopian and European historians (Beckingham &
Huntigford, 1954; Haberland, 1964, 1975, 1981; Tsehai Berhane Selassie,
1975) who visited the area in the mid and late 20th century mentioned the
walls as simple fortifications, they also assumed incorrectly that the impressive
masonry walls of Wolayta were only made on the eastern frontier to protect
the area from the Arsi Oromo.

The stone rampart which is found in Wolayta along the Omo River is
locally called Ijajo Keelaa or the ''Wall of Ijajo". Elders claim that a person
named Ijajo, who was a border commissioner (Washi moconaa) during the reign
of Kawo Aggatoo4, constructed the wall. Another stone rampart also built on
the eastern frontiers of Wolayta, from Kucha to the Blate River, is called

3 In Dawro zone, at a place called Dermesa, we observed and measured a stone rampart, which
has 5m width ad 3m height.
4 Based on genealogy, Ka11JO Aggatoo ruled Wolayta from about 1753 to 1792. He followed the
policy of his father Kawo Sana and conquered new lands. He conquered Damota and built his
palace on the ruins of Kawo Sato Motola's palace. In Wolayta, the king had the title Kate or
Ka11JO (ELIASAWATO& aI., 1999).



Amadoo Keelaa (the "Wall of [Kawo] Amado") 5. Local informants claimed
that the length of the stone ramparts is more than 67km and that it was built
to protect Wolayta's frontiers from outside invaders.

The stone rampart surrounding Dawro's frontiers, on the other hand, is
named Halala Keelaa or the ''Wall of Halala". Locals claim that the wall was
built during the reign of Kati Halala 6 to protect Dawro's frontiers from
outside invaders. This stone fortification was constructed on the Gofa,
Wolayta, Kembata, Kaffa and Jimma frontiers. Dawro's elders also claim that
the total length of the wall of Halala is about 170km.

Local legends collected in Wolayta and Dawro tell that big boulders were
cut into pieces and were utilized for the construction of the stone ramparts,
and that no mortar was used. Two to seven rows of stone fortifications are
still observed in some areas. Elders from Dawro claim that seven rows of
stone ramparts are still observed, for example, between Keyel and Zaba
Garaba in Dawro Zone7, along the Kembata, Wolayta and Gofa frontiers.
The elders claim that this is a better-fortified and better-constructed section of
the wall of Halala. Conversly, on the Jimma frontier, the fortification wall is
short. This, according to locals, might be due to the scarcity of stones on the
Jimma frontier.

Oral history among the Dawro also hold that the Halala Keelaa originally
had seven gates. These are the gates of Yeli, Zimawaruma, Zabagarada, Dara,
Aba, Kaffa, and the gate of Qala Mitsa, which were protected by guardians
who were appointees of the Kati (the king) 8.

Elders from Wolayta and Dawro strongly claim that the construction of
the walls took more than one generation. To express the excessive length of
time required from the laborers, elders of both ethnic groups said that a man
who left his wife pregnant to go and build, would return to find his son
already grown up9. According to legend, the constructions of both walls drew
heavily on the local resources for construction materials, and were carried out
in line with the kings' order. A party composed of armed men and local

5 Kawo Amado ruled Wolayta from about 1792 to 1827. He expanded Wolayta's territory
towards Bolosa, and divided his expanding territories into eight Dana (ELIASAWATO& aI.,
1999).
6 In Dawro, the king had the title Kati. Kati Irashu ruled Dawro between about 1732-1757, and
Kati Halala from about 1757 to 1782 (ELIASAWATO& aI., 1999).
7 During surveying, we encountered four rows of walls of Halala at a place called Tachia about
22 km south of Bele town.
S According to locals, Zirnawarurna is one of the gates of the Halala Keelaa, but during survey,
nobody could locate it.
9 This is a well-established story throughout Wolayta and Dawro. Some told that a man who left
his wife pregnant to go and construct, will be joined in the field by his already grown up son.
TSEHAlBERHANESELASSIE(1975) mentions similar story in relation with the construction of
the ditches in Wolayta.
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fIrs~ the Wolayta-Mala dynasty15 which is believed to have ruled from the 13th

; 1 e en~~f 15
th

century, and the Tigre dynasty16 which had overthrown the

kinoaYfta- a dynasty and ruled until Menelik's conquest in 1894. The last
go Wolayta was Kawo Tona.

The Tigre ruler.s of Wolayta had repelled many raids by the Arsi Oromo

th
an~°fther .surrounding peoples. They also made fortifIcations as a defense on
eir rontlers.

of Dawro. Beckingham and Huntigford (1954: lxvi) state that the Tigre rulers
of Wolayta expanded the territories of Wolayta to the surrounding region.
Haberland (1981) also supports this idea and argues that most rulers of Tigre
dynasty of Wolayta had conquered new lands from their neighbors and
incorporated it into their state between 1600 and 1894. He further explains :
" .. , It was a systematic annexation policy. It can be seen not only in that the
official frontier was advanced after each war campaign, but also, in that the
conquered area was protected by mighty earth ramparts and trenches,
stonewalls, and thorny hedges ... ".

Haberland (1981) further claims that such frontiers' fortifications were
renowned in southern Ethiopia where there were no natural barriers as
abysses or mountains or dense forests to provide protection. Beckingham and
Huntigford (1954: Lxvi), state that the fortification was made on the eastern
frontier ofWolayta as a defense against the Arsi Oromo. The ruins of some of
this stone fortification remain north of Lake Margarita and the Wayo and
Blate Rivers. Elias Awato et alii (1999) argue on the other hand that the stone
fortifications were not only made on the eastern frontier, but also on the
south, west and even on the northern frontiers of Wolayta. Tsehai Berhane
Selassie (1975) also states that the kings ofWolayta built trenches and walls to
defend their boundaries and that these artificial frontiers are still visible. The
same author cites Azais and Chambard (1931) and mentioned the dimension
of the wall as two meters high and one kilometer long. Despite mentioning
the name Kawo Agatoo in relation to defensive ditches, Tsehai says nothing
about the stone fortification constructed during his reign. Nevertheless, he
claims that Kawo Damote, who ruled Wolayta after Amado and Agatoo, was
the most famous builder of the ditches and the walls.

Until the l?th century, Dawro was a centralized kingdom, when it was
reduced to a tnbutary status by the armies of Menelik in 1891. In Dawro,
there ,:"as a. dynasty called Kauka, which reputedly came from Gondar
fambIya). SInce about 1700 AD, the Kauka dynasty had created a big state
ro~ a great number of petty chieftainships on the territory between the

GOJeb ~nd. Omo Rivers in the north, east and south and the Kaffa hi h
mo~ntaIns In the west17. Among the rulers of the Kauka dynasty of Daw;
~atl Irashu and Kati .Halal~ we~e famous. Kati Halala was the grandson of th~
kin? of Kaffa. DurIng his reIgn, Dawro incorporated Konta. He fought
ag~st .w0layta, Kam~ata, .Kaffa, Gofa, and Kucha and built stone
fortifications to defend his terrItories from outside invaders 18

Although the history and culture of the walls of Ijajo and Halala h
been told o~ally for centuries in Wolayta and Dawro, written historical sour~:;
:ver mentl~n them. Thus, the presence of these stone fortifications was not

.own outsIde the region until recently. In the historical literature the
eXlst.ence of the stone fortifications in southern Ethiopia is mentio 'd '
relation to the expansionist Tigre dynasty of Wolayta and the Kauka d~:as; This possibly demonstrates that more, than one king made stone

fortifications protecting Wolayta's frontiers from outside aggressors at
different periods of time. The exact time of the reigns of these kings however
is still unknown. Therefore, the accurate years of construction of the walls of
Wolayta will also remain conjectural until intensive archaeological studies offer
best dates. The same is true regarding the history of the walls of Dawro.

Haberland (1981), while clearly stating the presence of stone fortifications
in southern Ethiopia, gives credit only to the Tigre rulers of Wolayta for
building such fortifications. Oral history, however, told us that the rulers of
the Kauka dynasty of Dawro also built similar wall around their kingdom. The
founder of the Kauka dynasty of Dawro developed their dynasty basically in
the same way as Wolayta and other kingdoms of the south, and claimed their
origin from Dembiya (Gondar), northern Ethiopia. Oral history testifies that
since 1700, the rulers of Kauka dynasty expanded Dawro's territory by
incorporating new lands from their neighbors. Particularly king Halala not
only expanded his territory in all directions, but also, made fortifications and

15 The Wolayta-Mala dynasty is said to have come from Mount Kucha a small '

:~ :~::~:. ~~~~g~~ and ~untitor~ (1954) argue that this dynasty'was the ::o~~~;n~~:
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UNTIGFORD,1954;]. BUREAU,1990), .
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18 According to oral hi t K' H lal : ', . , s ory, atl a a built stone fortifications surrounding Dawro's
terntones. He made Jt on Gofa Wolayta Kembata Kaff: ]' d th f .
Gold ali " , a, lffima, an on e rontler ofeya pastor sts.



trenches on Dawro's frontiers as a defense against its neighbors. Elias Awato
et alzi (1999) state, following oral history, that King Halala, who ruled Dawro c.
1757-1782, made fortifications on the Wolayta, Gofa, Kembata, and Kaffa as
well as on the Jimma frontiers.

Most authors developed Wolayta and Dawro's chronologies following
genealogies, using a 20-25 years period to calculate a generation. But given
that oral history always on reconstructions, it cannot be ruled out that the
walls (or portions of the walls) of Wolayta and Dawro might have been made
prior to the 18th and 19th century during the medieval period (in the 16th

century and before). If this was the case, which medieval kingdoms were
based in the area?

map, Shoa and Gafat bordered Ganz to the north, Damot to the west, Gurage
and Hadiyya to the south, and Wag to the east. Alvarez, in the 1620s,
mentioned a region called Gamu as a southwestern neighbor of Ganz.
Braukamper (2002) argues that if we accept that the geographical position of
the old Gamu is similar to the present day Gamu and Gofa, the ancient Ganz
should be located in the region of northern Omo, south and east of Kambata
and northwest of Gamu.

In Zere Yaeqob chronicles, during the 15th century, the Ganz people
appear as a sub-group of the Hadiyya and to have held principality in the
region of Wolayta. Braukamper (2002) claims that at that time, Ganz was
politically and culturally a dependant state to the Christian kingdom of the
north. He further argues that the ancestors of the contemporary Wolayta
people were originally limited to a small mountainous region in Kindo, at the
border of Gamu, and did not begin to expand over their present area until the
beginning of the 18th century.

Although the history of the Omo/Gibe region after the 16th century went
unrecorded except in back history, because of Gran Ahmed's jihad and the
Oromo expansion, archaeological remains of the old Christianity still appear
as far south as in Wolayta and Gamu Gofa.

It is safe to hypothesize that the builders of these walls used techniques,
which might have been developed by local inhabitants of southern Ethiopia.
The Konso and neighboring people of Southern Ethiopia also constructed
similar stonewall without mortar since ancient times. However, they made the
wall not to protect themselves but to retain the soil from erosion and for
irrigational purposes21. Anyway, examples of defensive walls are known in
Ethiopia, such as the 3,342 meter-long walls encircling the city of Harar,
locally known as the Jegol. One of the city'S local rulers of medieval times, Nur
Ibn-Mujahid, erected this wall in the sixteenth century, and he is said to have
dug a defensive trench around the town22. All over the world, the primary
function of the building of walls is defense. The main aim in fortifying a fIxed
position is to erect a physical barrier that cannot be suddenly overrun and that
is strong enough to enable the defending force to hold the position for a
period of time. However, the building of fortifIcations might be initiated by
local necessities, external pressure and a sense of insecurity23. According to

Some researchers (such as d'Abbadie, 1890) linked the medieval state of
Dawaro with the Dawro19. However, Haberland's research in 1970 in the
district of Dawro/Kullo concluded that there was no noticeable connection
between Dawaro and Dawro.

The history of the people of Southern Ethiopia since the 13th century
mostly relies on Christian accounts, which cannot be related to the oral history
of Wolayta and Dawro. Before the contact with the Christian empire became
inevitable, the whole area is said to have been part of an important state,
Damot. Damot referred to the region immediately south of the Blue Nile, and
west of the sources of Awash River. Its boundaries are vague, but Tadesse
Tamrat (1972) states that it may have extended as far south as the region of
Innarya2o. To the east, it probably bordered on Hadya, and some authors (e.g.
Conti Rossini, 1925: 612, 616, 630) even thought that the Wolayta region
might have also been included in it. However, the southern borderland of the
kingdom of Damot is diffIcult to set. Tsahai (1975) claims that the historical
Damot where Abuna Takla Haymanot evangelized was situated in what was
known as Jebat and Mecha in Shoa and perhaps some parts of northern
Chamo and Gurage district, which is far north of Wolayta. The partial and
patchy hagiographical data and chronicles which link the northern Omo
region with Damot only strengthen the myth.

On the other hand, to a certain extent, instead of Damot, the geographical
position of another medieval state mentioned in the written source, Ganz,
possibly encompassed the regions of the Omo and Gibe Rivers. On Almeida's

19 Antoine d'Abbadie went as far as associating the whole area between Kaffa in the west and
Harar in the east with the ancient state of Dawaro. According to E. CERULLI's (1936)
hypothesis, a historic connection between Dawro and Dawaro could also be suggested by the
fact that immigrants or refugees from the East preserved the name and some cultural traditions
of their former country in their new home on the middle Omo (U. BRAUKAMPER,2002).
20 According to Almeda's reference, the territory of Innarya extended as far as the vicinity of
Bale. In Kembata, the Innarya clan is still considered the oldest population of the area; see U.
BRAUKAMPER(2002).

21 In the mountainous area of south-western Ethiopia, a number of small ethnic groups,
generally known as the Burji-Konso cluster, employ stone terracing, (H. AMBORN,1989; C.R.
HALLPIKE,1970, 1972).
22 The Jegol, which ensured the cities safety in former days, however, is made of locally
available ashy stone or calcareous tuff, held together with mud, and reinforced with heavy
juniper flat timber (see also W. LESLAU,1965; TADDESETAMRAT,1972; S. TIuMINGHAM1952).
23 The basic concepts to erecting stone fortification remained unaltered until the age of
gunpowder. See Marguerita Z HERMAN, 1992; S.ToY, 1955; AW. LAURENCE, 1979; W.
ANDERSON,1970.
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Qra:< l11srory, e rulers of Wolayta and Dawro made stone fortifications to
protect their frontiers against their neighbors and against each other. Some
authors (e,g. Haberland, 1981) argue that the rulers of Wolayta were
expansionist and therefore, they built the fortifications after they had
conquered new lands. It would also be possible that the walls of these two
states were built not to protect themselves from each other, but to protect
them from a third mighty force. This would support the hypothesis that the
walls of Wolayta and Dawro were made during the wars of Ahmad Gran or
during the expansion of the Oromo.

Even though literature and oral history give clues about the traditions and
story of the walls of Wolayta and Dawro, they might not be helpful in dating
this period of Southern Ethiopia history. Therefore, intensive archaeological
and ethnoarchaeological studies on the material culture of Wolayta and Dawro
are urgent to trace the real history, chronology and culture of the region. With
a history of more than 200 years, some of the sections of the walls of Wolayta
and Dawro are now in ruins. Some have even entirely disappeared. However,
they are still appealing in their magnitude and historical significance.
Nonetheless, the walls do not yet get the attention of the researchers, wardens
of cultural heritage, tourists and local elites. Thus, the walls are not yet
incorporated into the identity of the peoples of the two zones in particular
and of the Southern Nations and Nationalities in general.
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THE CORONATION OF NEGUS MIKA'EL:
KING OF WALLO AND TEGRAY, IN MAy 1914

NEW FINDINGS

Abstract
The coronation of negus Mika'el in Mqy 1914 as the king of Wiillo and Tegrqy

marked a dramatic shift ofpower from the Sa'wan centre to Wallo, afortner periphery, and
other regions like Tegrqy. FolIOJvinga debate concerningthe authenticiry of a photograph
showing Mika'el with the crown of Emperor Menzlek IL this article elaborates on new
findings, which clarifY the open questions: Negus Mika'el has used Menilek's crownfor
himself, thus !}'mbolicallYusurping the sovereignpower in the Empire, but it ispossible that
he had not worn it during the coronation cerem0'!Yitse!! However, he distributed pictures
showinghim JvithMenilek's crown and thuspubliclY documentedhis supremeposition as the
ruler behind the sovereign,his son, lej lyasu.

Keywords: Ethiopia, Menilek, Imperial Crown, negus Mika'el, lej lyasu, Sawa,
Wallo, Tegrqy, Islam

LE COURONNEMENT DU NEGUS MIKA ~L,
ROI DU WALLO ET DU TIGRE, EN MAI 1914

Resume
Le couronnement du negus Mika'el en mai 1914, devenant roi du Wallo et du

Tegrqy, marque un transfert dramatique depot/voir du centrechoan vers Ie Wallo, ancienne
perzphirie, et d'autres rigions comme Ie Tegrqy. Ripondant d un debat sur l'authenticite
d'une photo montrant Mika'el coifft de la couronne de l'empereur Menilek IL cet article
discute des nouvelles decouvertesqui aident d clarifier les questions en suspens: Ie negus
Mika'el a iffectivement utilise la couronne de Menilek pour lui-meme, usurpant ainsi
!}'mboliquement Iepouvoir souverain dans l'Empire, mais il estpossible qu'il ne I'aiepas
porteependant la ceremoniede couronnementelle-meme, Cependant, il a distrz'buedes images
Ie montrant coifft de la couronnede Menilek et, en agissant ainst~a creeune documentation
montrant saposition supreme d'un quasi-souverain dem'ere Ie souverain, sonfils, lej lyasu.

Mots-clefs: Ethiopie, Menelik, couronne imperiale, negus Mika'il, lej lyasu, Choa,
Wallo, Tegrqy, Islam


